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1. Introduction

To deal with uncertainty based real and scientific problems, Prof. Zadeh
[24] introduced the fuzzy set as a constructive tool. Later on Prof. Atanassov
[1] extended the concept of fuzzy set theory to the intuitionstic fuzzy set
(IFS), in which every element has both a membership degree and a non-
membership degree. It is quite clear that IFS are more helpful than fuzzy
set theory to deal the various types of uncertainty model. In 2005, Smaran-
dache [16] introduced the concept of a neutrosophic set (NS) as a further
generalization of IFS from philosophical point of view. Gradually neu-
trosophic sets become more powerful technique to represent incomplete,
inconsistent and indeterminate information which exists in our real world.
In neutrosophic set, truth membership functions (TA), indeterminacy mem-
bership functions (IA), and falsity membership functions (FA) are repre-
sented independently. But in case of NS, all components lie in ]0−, 1+[.
Thus it is very tough to apply NS sets in real life problems. To solve this
problem Wang et al. [19] introduced single valued NS sets in 2010.

Recently bipolar fuzzy set and set theoretic operations based on fuzzy
bipolar sets are introduced by Lee et al. in their paper [8, 9]. They
have shown that a bipolar fuzzy set consists two independent parts, pos-
itive membership degree T+ → [0, 1] and a negative membership degree
T− → [−1, 0]. Later on several researchers have studied bipolar fuzzy sets
and applied it to different socio-economic model [14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23]. As
a continuation of neutrosophic set, Deli et al. [6] introduced the concept
of bipolar neutrosophic sets, where each element has both +ve and −ve
neutrosophic degrees. Here, the positive membership degree T+A , I+A , F

+
A

denotes the truth membership, indeterminate membership and false mem-
bership of an element x ∈ X corresponding to a bipolar neutrosophic set A
and the negative membership degree T−A , I−A , F

−
A denotes the truth mem-

bership, indeterminate membership and false membership of an element
x ∈ X to some anti-property corresponding to a bipolar neutrosophic set
A.

On the other hand, another extension of single valued neutrosophic sets,
i.e. quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic set was introduced by R.
Chatterjee et al. [5] in 2016. It is four valued logic set A consisting truth-
membership TA, a contradiction membership CA, an ignorance-membership
UA and a falsity membership FA for each x ∈ X. Now quadripartitioned
single valued neutrosophic set becomes an important tool in solving various
types of decision making problems, medical diagnosis problems, clustering
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problems etc. In this paper we have introduced the bipolar quadriparti-
tioned single valued neutrosophic set (BQSVNS) for the first time. Here
we use BQSVNS to represent bipolar quadripartitioned single valued neu-
trosophic set. The organization of this paper have been done as follows: In
Section 2, preliminary concepts regarding the paper have been discussed
with proper citations. We have defined BQSVNS and it’s various types
of operations in Section 3. Section 4 gives us an idea of different type of
similarity measures of BQSVNS. In Section 5, we have tried to solve a real
life problem using BQSVNS. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries

Prof. Smarandache introduced the term ‘neutrosophy’ as a branch of phi-
losophy. Neutrosophic sets play an important role in solving many real life
problems. There are many types of neutrosophic sets and each of these
types have several applications [2, 4, 10, 17, 19].

Definition 2.1. [16] Suppose U be a universe. A neutrosophic sets (NS) A
in U is characterized by a truth-membership function TA, an indeterminacy
membership function IA and a falsity-membership function FA. Here for
each x ∈ U , TA(x), IA(x) and FA(x) are real non-standard elements of
]0−, 1+[. A can be written as:

A = {h(x, TA(x), IA(x), FA(x)) : x ∈ U, TA(x), IA(x), FA(x) ∈]0−, 1+[i}.

There is no restriction on the sum of TA(x), IA(x), FA(x), i.e,

0− ≤ TA(x), IA(x), FA(x) ≤ 3+.

But the definition of neutrosophic sets creates many difficulties to apply
in real life problems. Thus the idea of single valued neutrosophic set, which
is an generalization of a neutrosophic set is introduced.

Definition 2.2. [19] Let U be a universe. A single valued neutrosophic
set (SVNS) A in U is characterized by a truth-membership function TA, an
indeterminacy membership function IA and a falsity-membership function
FA. TA(x), IA(x) and FA(x) are real standard elements of [0, 1]. It can be
written as

A = {h(x, TA(x), IA(x), FA(x)) : x ∈ U, TA(x), IA(x), FA(x) ∈ [0, 1]i}.
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Gradually research develops based on the single valued neutrosophic
set theory. In 2016, R. Chatterjee et al. introduced the quadripartitioned
neutrosophic set and studied its properties in their paper [5].

Definition 2.3. Suppose X be a non-empty set. A quadripartitioned neu-
trosophic set (QSVNS) A over X characterizes each element x in X by a
truth-membership function TA, a contradiction membership function CA,
an ignorance-membership function UA and a falsity membership function
FA such that for each x ∈ X, TA(x), CA(x), UA(x), FA(x) ∈ [0, 1] and
0 ≤ TA(x) + CA(x) + UA(x) + FA(x) ≤ 4.

On the other hand, Prof I. Deli et al. introduced the bipolar neutro-
sophic sets in 2015 and studied the properties of bipolar neutrosophic sets
in their paper [6]. They defined the bipolar neutrosophic sets as follows:

Definition 2.4. A bipolar neutrosophic set A over a non-empty set X is
defined as an object of the form

A = {h(x, T+A (x), I+A (x), F+A (x), T−A (x), I−A (x), F−A (x)) : x ∈ Xi}.

where T+A (x), I
+
A (x), F

+
A (x) : X → [0, 1] and T−A (x), I

−
A (x), F

−
A (x) : X →

[−1, 0].

The set theoretic properties and many other properties i.e. entropy,
various types of similarity measures of a neutrosophic sets, single valued
neutrosophic sets, bipolar neutrosophic sets etc can be found in any of the
monograph say [16, 17, 18]. In this paper we will introduce the notion of
bipolar quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic set for the first time.

3. Bipolar quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic set

In this section, we will introduce the concept of BQSVNS and define some
algebraic operations on them.

Definition 3.1. Suppose X be a non-empty set. A bipolar quadriparti-
tioned single valued neutrosophic set (BQSVNS) A, over X characterizes
each element x inX by a positive truth-membership function T+A , a positive
contradiction membership function C+A , a positive ignorance-membership
function U+A , a positive falsity membership function F+A , a negative truth-
membership function T−A , a negative contradiction membership function
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C−A , a negative ignorance-membership function U

−
A , a negative falsity mem-

bership function F−A , such that for each x ∈ X, T+A , C+A , U
+
A , F

+
A ∈ [0, 1],

T−A , C−A , U
−
A , F

−
A ∈ [−1, 0] and

0 ≤ T+A + C+A + U+A + F+A ≤ 4,−4 ≤ T−A + C−A + U−A + F−A ≤ 0

When X is discrete, A is represented as

A =
nX
i=1

hT+A , C+A , U
+
A , F

+
A , T−A , C−A , U

−
A , F

−
A i/xi, xi ∈ X.

On the other hand, for continuous universe X, we can write A as

A =

Z
hT+A , C+A , U

+
A , F

+
A , T−A , C−A , U

−
A , F

−
A i/x, x ∈ X.

Example 3.2. Consider the case where four meteorologists x1, x2, x3, x4
were asked to give their opinion on the statement “There will be normal
monsoon in India” in the year 2020. Each of the four meteorologists will give
their opinion in terms of degree of agreement, agreement or disagreement
both, neither agreement nor disagreement, disagreement in terms of degree
of positive and negative arguments respectively. The aggregate of their
opinion is very well expressed by a BQSVNS A as follows:

A = h0.8, 0.6, 0.2, 0.2,−0.7,−0.6,−0.3,−0.1i/x1 +
h0.6, 0.7, 0.4, 0.1,−0.6,−0.8,−0.3,−0.2i/x2 +
h0.5, 0.5, 0.7, 0.1,−0.5,−0.6,−0.8,−0.2i/x3 +
h0.4, 0.6, 0.6, 0.8,−0.5,−0.5,−0.6,−0.8i/x4.

Here according to x1, the degree of agreement with the statement is 0.8
and the degree of negative agreement with the statement is 0.7, the degree
of both agreement and disagreement is 0.6 and the degree of negative argu-
ment of “both agreement and disagreement” is 0.6. The degree of neither
agreement nor disagreement is 0.2, while the degree of negative argument
of it is 0.3. Similarly the degree of disagreement with the statement is 0.2
and degree of negative disagreement is 0.1. This is how BQSVNS set has
been made.

Definition 3.3. A BQSVNS B over X is said to be an strongly absolute
BQSVNS, denoted by Bs, if and only if its membership values are respec-
tively defined as T+B (x) = 1, C+B (x) = 1, U+B (x) = 0, F+B (x) = 0, T−B (x) =
0, C−B (x) = 0, U

−
B (x) = 0, F

−
B (x) = 0, ∀x ∈ X.
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Definition 3.4. A BQSVNS B over X is said to be an weekly absolute
BQSVNS, denoted by Bw, if and only if its membership values are respec-
tively defined as T+B (x) = 0, C+B (x) = 0, U+B (x) = 0, F+B (x) = 0, T−B (x) =
0, C−B (x) = 0, U

−
B (x) = −1, F−B (x) = −1 ∀x ∈ X.

Definition 3.5. A BQSVNS B over X is said to be an strongly null
BQSVNS, denoted by Φs, if and only if its membership values are respec-
tively defined as T+B (x) = 0, C+B (x) = 0, U+B (x) = 1, F+B (x) = 1, T−B (x) =
0, C−B (x) = 0, U

−
B (x) = 0, F

−
B (x) = 0 ∀x ∈ X.

Definition 3.6. ABQSVNSB overX is said to be an weekly null BQSVNS,
denoted by Φw, if and only if its membership values are respectively defined
as T+B (x) = 0, C+B (x) = 0, U+B (x) = 0, F+B (x) = 0, T−B (x) = −1, C−B (x) =
−1, U−B (x) = 0, F−B (x) = 0 ∀x ∈ X.

Remark 3.7. A BQSVNS is a generalization of a bipolar neutrosophic set.
If we take average the components C+, U+ and C−, U− together respec-
tively, we can easily get a bipolar SVN set.

Now we will introduce some set-theoretic operations on BQSVNS over
a common universe X and study some of their basic properties.

Definition 3.8. Suppose A and B are two BQSVNS over X. Then A is
said to be a subset of B i.e. A ⊆ B if and only if T+A (x) ≤ T+B (x), C

+
A (x) ≤

C+B (x), U
+
A (x) ≥ U+B (x), F

+
A (x) ≥ F+B (x), T

−
A (x) ≥ T−B (x), C

−
A (x) ≥ C−B (x), U

−
A (x) ≤

U−B (x), F
−
A (x) ≤ F−B (x) ∀x ∈ X.

Definition 3.9. SupposeA =
Pn

i=1hT+A , C+A , U
+
A , F

+
A , T−A , C−A , U

−
A , F

−
A i/xi, xi ∈

X is a BQSVNS over X. Then the complement of A, denoted by Ac is as
following:

Ac =
nX
i=1

hF+A , U+A , C
+
A , T

+
A , F−A , U−A , C

−
A , T

−
A i/xi, xi ∈ X.

Definition 3.10. Suppose A and B are two BQSVNS over X. Then
the union of A,B i.e. A ∪ B is defined as: T+A (x) ∨ T+B (x), C

+
A (x) ∨

C+B (x), U
+
A (x)∧U+B (x), F+A (x)∧F+B (x), T−A (x)∧T−B (x), C−A (x)∧C−B (x), U−A (x)∨

U−B (x), F
−
A (x) ∨ F−B (x) ∀x ∈ X.

Definition 3.11. Suppose A and B are two BQSVNS over X. Then the
intersection of A,B i.e. A ∩ B is defined as: T+A (x) ∧ T+B (x), C

+
A (x) ∧

C+B (x), U
+
A (x)∨U+B (x), F+A (x)∨F+B (x), T−A (x)∨T−B (x), C−A (x)∨C−B (x), U−A (x)∧

U−B (x), F
−
A (x) ∧ F−B (x) ∀x ∈ X.
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Example 3.12. Consider a BQSVNS B as follows:

B = h0.9, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2,−0.5,−0.2,−0.1,−0.1i/x1 +
h0.7, 0.8, 0.3, 0.2,−0.5,−0.7,−0.4,−0.1i/x2 +
h0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.2,−0.6,−0.7,−0.9,−0.4i/x3

+h0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8,−0.4,−0.6,−0.7,−0.8i/x4.

It is assumed that the BQSVNS A in Example 3.2 and the above men-
tioned BQSVNS B are defined over the same universal set X. Then we
have the following:

Ac = h0.2, 0.2, 0.6, 0.8,−0.1,−0.3,−0.6,−0.7i/x1 +
h0.1, 0.4, 0.7, 0.6,−0.2,−0.3,−0.8,−0.6i/x2 +
h0.1, 0.7, 0.5, 0.5,−0.2,−0.8,−0.6,−0.5i/x3 +
h0.8, 0.6, 0.6, 0.4,−0.8,−0.6,−0.5,−0.5i/x4.

A ∪B = h0.9, 0.6, 0.2, 0.2,−0.7,−0.6,−0.1,−0.1i/x1 +
h0.7, 0.8, 0.3, 0.2,−0.6,−0.8,−0.3,−0.2i/x2 +
h0.5, 0.5, 0.6, 0.1,−0.6,−0.7,−0.8,−0.2i/x3 +
h0.4, 0.6, 0.6, 0.8,−0.5,−0.6,−0.6,−0.8i/x4.

A ∩B = h0.8, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2,−0.5,−0.2,−0.3,−0.1i/x1 +
h0.6, 0.7, 0.4, 0.2,−0.5,−0.7,−0.4,−0.2i/x2 +
h0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 0.2,−0.5,−0.6,−0.8,−0.4i/x3 +
h0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8,−0.5,−0.6,−0.7,−0.8i/x4.

Proposition 3.13. The set-theoretic axioms are satisfied by any BQSVNS
as it can be easily verified. Consider BQSVNS sets A,B,C over the same
universe X. Then the following properties holds all for BQSVNS over X.

(i) A ∪B = B ∪A; A ∩B = B ∩A.

(ii) A ∪ (B ∪ C) = (A ∪B) ∪ C; A ∩ (B ∩ C) = (A ∩B) ∩C
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(iii) A ∩ (A ∪B) = A; A ∪ (A ∩B) = A.

(iv) (Ac)c = A.

(v) (A ∪B)c = Ac ∩Bc; (A ∩B)c = Ac ∪Bc

(vi) A ∪A = A ∪A; A ∩A = A ∩A.

(vii) A ∪ Φs = A; A ∩ Φs = Φs.

(viii) A ∪ Φw = A; A ∩Φw = Φw.

4. BQSVNS and it’s different similarity measures

Consider the non-empty universe of discourse X = Φ and denote the set of
BQSVNS over X by Q(X).

Definition 4.1. A mapping s : Q(X) × Q(X) → [0, 1] is said to be simi-
larity measure iff for A,B ∈ Q(X), the following properties are satisfied:

(S-i) s(A,B) = s(B,A)

(S-ii) 0 ≤ s(A,B) < 1 and s(A,B) = 1 iff A = B.

(S-iii) for any A,B,C ∈ Q(X), A ⊆ B ⊆ C, s(A,C) ≤ s(A,B) ∧ s(B,C).

It is seen that the condition (S−iii) in Definition 4.1 exists but many of
the well known similarity measure techniques say weighted similarity mea-
sure, cosine similarity measures etc does not satisfy the above mentioned
condition. Although the weighted similarity measure, cosine similarity mea-
sure etc techniques has huge application in solving different type of real life
problems. So it is quite natural to introduce a definition of similarity mea-
sure omitting the condition (S − iii) of the Definition 4.1. In that case, we
re-define the similarity measure as quasi-similarity measure between two
BQSVNS over X.

Definition 4.2. Consider the non-empty universe of discourse X = Φ and
denote the set of BQSVNS over X by Q(X). Then a mapping s0 : Q(X)×
Q(X) → [0, 1] is said to be quasi similarity measure iff for A,B ∈ Q(X),
the following properties are satisfied:

(S-i) s(A,B) = s(B,A)

(S-ii) 0 ≤ s(A,B) < 1 and s(A,B) = 1 iff A = B.
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4.1. Distance based similarity measure

Definition 4.3. A mapping d : Q(X)×Q(X)→ R+, where R+ is the set
of all positive real numbers, is said to be a distance measure for BQSVNS
iff for A,B,C ∈ Q(X), it satisfies the following properties:

(D-i) d(A,B) = d(B,A)

(D-ii) d(A,B) ≥ 0 and d(A,B) = 0 iff A = B.

(D-iii) d(A,B) ≤ d(A,C) + d(C,B).

Suppose H,K ∈ Q(X). Then d is a metric on Q(X). Now we define
the following distance measures:

Definition 4.4. The Hamming distance between H and K is defined as

h(H,K) = {
nX

j=1

(|T+H (xj)− T+K (xj)|+ |C+H(xj)− C+K(xj)|+

|F+H (xj)− F+K (xj)|+ |T
−
H (xj)− T−K (xj)|

+|C−H(xj)− C−K(xj)|+ |F−H (xj)− F−K (xj)|+
|U+H(xj)− U+K(xj)|+ |U−H(xj)− U−K(xj)|)}

Definition 4.5. The Normalized Hamming distance between H and K is
defined as hN (H,K) = 1

8n(h(H,K))

Definition 4.6. The Euclidean distance E(H,K) is defined as follows:

E(H,K) = [
nX

j=1

(|T+H (xj)− T+K (xj)|2 + |C+H(xj)− C+K(xj)|2 +

|F+H (xj)− F+K (xj)|2 + |T−H (xj)− T−K (xj)|2 +
|C−H(xj)− C−K(xj)|2 + |F−H (xj)− F−K (xj)|2 +
|U+H(xj)− U+K(xj)|2 + |U−H(xj)− U−K(xj)|2)]

1
2 .

Definition 4.7. The normalized Euclidean distance Q(H,K) is defined as
follows:

Q(H,K) =
1

2
√
2n

E(H,K)
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Example 4.8. We have calculated different types of measures as defined
above based on the two BQSVNS A in Example 3.2 and the BQSVNS B
in Example 3.12. The results are as follows:

h(A,B) = 3.8,

hN (A,B) = 0.118,

E(A,B) = 0.938,

Q(A,B) = 0.166,

It is seen from the recent papers of this area that distance measure
between two sets becomes the most attractive research topic among the
researchers. The distance based measure between the two sets has a huge
practical applications. Several researchers have used different types of dis-
tance based measures to solve the uncertainties based real life problems
which involves uncertainties [7, 10]. Also, different types of operators i.e.
induced ordered weighted aggregation distance (IOWAD) operators, an ex-
tended version of the usual OWA operators are used to find out the distance
measures in order to solve decision making problems [11, 12, 13]. However,
we are only concerned to the study of distance-based similarity measures
in this paper.

4.2. Distance-Based Similarity Measure of BQSVNS

We have defined several types of distances between a pair of BQSVNS H
andK over the set Q(X) in the previous section. Now using these distances
we can also define similarity measures for BQSVNS. In the following, we
now define a similarity measure based on Hamming Distance.

Sd1(H,K) =
1

1 + h(H,K)
.

Also we can define another similarity measure as:

Sd
2(H,K) = e−α.h(H,K),

where α is a positive real number (parameter) called the steepness mea-
sure. Similarly using Euclidian distance, similarity measure can be defined
as follows:

S01(H,K) =
1

1 +E(H,K)
.
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Again we can define another similarity measure as

S02(H,K) = e−α.E(H,K),

where α is a positive real number (parameter) called the steepness measure.

Example 4.9. For BQSVNS A in Example 3.2 and BQSVNS B in Exam-
ple 3.12, we have the following:

Sd
1(A,B) = 0.208, S

0
1(A,B) = 0.516.

4.3. Similarity measures of BQSVNS based on membership values

Consider H,K ∈ Q(X). For each xi ∈ X, i = 1, 2, . . . , n and for j =
1, 2, . . . , 8 define the functions hH,K

j : X → [0, 1] respectively as

hH,K
1 (xi) = |T+H (xi)− T+K (xi)|,

hH,K
2 (xi) = |F+H (xi)− F+K (xi)|,

hH,K
3 (xi) =

1

3

³
hH,K
1 (xi) + hH,K

2 (xi) + |C+H(xi)− C+K(xi)|
´
,

hH,K
4 (xi) = |U+H(xi)− U+K(xi)|,
hH,K
5 (xi) = |T−H (xi)− T−K (xi)|,

hH,K
6 (xi) = |F−H (xi)− F−K (xi)|,

hH,K
7 (xi) =

1

3

³
hH,K
1 (xi) + hH,K

2 (xi) + |C−H(xi)− C−K(xi)|
´
,

hH,K
8 (xi) = |U−H(xi)− U−K(xi)|

The above defined functions measure the difference between the various
membership values corresponding to the two sets H and K w.r.t. each xi.
Define a mapping,

eS(H,K) = 1− 1

8n

nX
i=1

8X
j=1

hH,K
j (xi).

Now we have the following theorem:

Theorem 4.10. eS(H,K) is a measure of similarity between the two BQSVNS
H,K ∈ Q(X).
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Proof.
It is clear from definition of BQSVNS that all the values of T+, C+, U+,

F+, T−, C−, U−, F− for a BQSVNS H or K lie between [−1, 1]. Among
all these quantities, T+, C+, U+, F+ has maximum value 1 and has the
minimum value 0. On the other hand, T−, C−, U−, F− has maximum value
0 and has the minimum value −1. As a result all the values of hH,K

j (xi),
∀ xi ∈ X lies in 0 and 1 and hence

0 ≤ 1− 1

8n

nX
i=1

8X
j=1

hH,K
j (xi) ≤ 1.

Again eS(H,K) = 1 implies that
Pn

i=1

P8
j=1 h

H,K
j (xi) = 0 ∀ xi ∈ X i.e.

hH,K
j (xi) = 0,∀ j = 1, . . . , 8 which is only possible iff

T+H (xi)=T
+
K (xi),C

+
H(xi)=C

+
K(xi),U

+
H(xi)=U

+
K(xi),F

+
H (xi)=F

+
K (xi),

T−H (xi)=T
−
K (xi),C

−
H(xi)=C

−
K(xi),U

−
H (xi)=U

−
K(xi),F

−
H (xi)=F

−
K (xi),

∀xi∈X, i.e. H=K

Finally, we suppose that H ⊆ K ⊆ J . Now by the definition of
BQSVNS,

T+H (xi)≤T
+
K (xi)≤T

+
J (xi),C

+
H(xi)≤C

+
K(xi)≤C

+
J (xi),U

+
H(xi)≥U

+
K(xi)≥U

+
J (xi),

F+H (xi)≥F
+
K (xi)≥F

+
J (xi),T

−
H (xi)≥T

−
K (xi)≥T

−
J (xi),C

−
H(xi)≥C

−
K(xi)≥C

−
J (xi),

U−H (xi)≤U
−
K(xi)≤U

+
J (xi),F

−
H (xi)≤F

−
K (xi)≤F

−
J (xi) ∀xi∈X.

Using the above relation, we have |T+H (xi) − T+J (xi)| > |T+K (xi) −
T+J (xi)|, ∀ xi ∈ X and hence hH,J

1 (xi) > hK,J
1 . In a similar reason,

we can say hH,J
j (xi) > hK,J

j (xi) ∀ xi ∈ X, j = 1, 2, . . . , 8. Thus,eS(H,J) < eS(H,K) ∧ eS(K,J).

4.4. Weighted Similarity Measure

The weighted similarity measure between two BQSVNS H,K ∈ Q(X) are
defined as follows:

Sw(H,K) = [1− 1

8n
wi

nX
i=1

8X
j=1

hH,K
j (xi)]

1
k ,

where k is any integer defined to be the order of similarity, wi are the
weights associated to the elements xi of the universe, i = 1, 2, . . . , n such
that

Pn
i=1wi = 1. Using the same proof procedure of the Theorem 4.10,

one can easily see that Sw(H,K) is also a measure of similarity between
the two BQSVNS H,K ∈ Q(X).
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4.5. Correlation coefficient based Similarity Measure

Definition 4.11. The correlation coefficient based similarity measure be-
tween two BQSVNS H,K ∈ Q(X) can be defined as follows:

SC(H,K) =
[
Pn

i=1
T+H (xi).T

+
K (xi)+C

+
H(xi).C

+
K(xi)+F

+
H (xi).F

+
K (xi)+U

+
H(xi).U

+
K(xi)+

T−H (xi).T
−
K (xi)+C

−
H(xi).C

−
K(xi)+F

−
H (xi).F

−
K (xi)+U

−
H (xi).U

−
K(xi)

]

[
Pn

i=1
(T+H (xi)

2+C+H(xi)
2+U+H(xi)

2+F+H (xi)
2)

(T−H (xi)
2+C−H(xi)

2+U−H (xi)
2+F−H (xi))

2)
]

,

Remark 4.12. SC(H,K) is a quasi-similarity between H,K.

4.6. Entropy Based Similarity Measure

Definition 4.13. Suppose X be a non-empty universe containing the ele-
ments {xi : i = 1, . . . , n}. A mapping ent : Q(X) → [0, 1] is said to be an
entropy on BQSVNS if E satisfies the following properties:

(i) ent(H) = 0 if and only if H is a crisp set.

(ii) ent(H) = 1 if and only if H ∈ Q(X), T+H (x) = C+H(x) = U+H(x) =
F+H (x) = T−H (x) = C−H(x) = U−H(x) = F−H (x) = 0.5 ∀xi ∈ X.

(iii) ent(H) ≥ ent(K) if and only if T+H (xi)+F
+
H (xi) ≤ T+K (xi)+F

+
K (xi), T

−
H (xi)+

F−H (xi) ≥ T−K (xi)+F
−
K (xi), |C+H(xi)−U+H(xi)| ≤ |C+K(xi)−U+K(xi)|, |C−H(xi)−

U−H(xi)| ≥ |C−K(xi)− U−K(xi)|.

(iv) ent(H) = ent(Hc).

Proposition 4.14. One can easily verify that ent(H) = 1− 1
4n

Pn
i=1[(T

+
H (xi)+

F+H (xi))|1−(U+H(xi)+C+H(xi))|+{(U−H(xi)+C−H(xi))|1−(T−H (xi)+F−H (xi))|}] ∀ xi ∈
X is an entropy measure of a BQSVNS H ∈ Q(X).

Remark 4.15. One can easily show that ent(H) is a possible similarity
measure of the BQSVNS H. However we have calculated the entropy
measure of the BQSVNS A given in Example 3.2. We have seen that
ent(A) = ent(Ac) = 0.89312.

5. A decision making problem

A medical diagnosis problem can very well be represented by using a
BQSVNS model. Similarity measure between two BQSVNS is the most
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powerful technique to solve real life medical problems. Using these similar-
ity measure technique, we can easily say whether a patient is effected by a
particular disease or not. In rainy season, Dengue disease spreads rapidly
in Kolkata sub-urban area of West Bengal, India. The patient of these dis-
ease has primarily 4 symptoms, say headache, high fever, cough, rashes in
the body. But sometimes these symptoms are not clearly seen sometime in
every dengue patient. Also these symptoms are common in many different
viral infections. As a result, every patient must undergo some blood tests
in a city clinic for confirmation of dengue. Thus for a doctor who lives
in a rural area without proper infrastructure, have to diagnosis a patient
with dengue fever on intuition basis. Here we have developed a BQSVNS
based method for the detection of dengue fever in patients using similarity
measure technique.

We have tried to develop a BQSVNS based model of these particular
problem for detecting a patient suffering a dengue patient or not and tried
to solve it by similarity measure technique.

Suppose x1, x2, x3, x4 denote the symptoms headache, high fever, cough,
rashes in the body respectively. We have considered three patient say
C1, C2, C3 out of which C1 is a confirmed dengue patient. C1 will be con-
sidered as a model case for dengue disease. On the other hand C2, C3
have dengue symptoms but both of them did not undergo any blood test
for confirmation. We have represented the condition of these patient as a
BQSVNS as follows:

C1 = h0.8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5,−0.1,−0.2,−0.2,−0.1i/x1 +
h0.6, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,−0.5,−0.3,−0.2,−0.1i/x2 +
h0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.4,−0.2,−0.1,−0.1,−0.2i/x3

+h0.6, 0.5, 0.6, 0.6,−0.1, 0, 0, 0i/x4.
C2 = h0.9, 0.6, 0.7, 0.2,−0.5,−0.4,−0.1,−0.8i/x1 +

h0.5, 0.8, 0.60.4,−0.5,−0.4,−0.6,−0.5i/x2 +
h0.4, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8,−0.6,−0.5,−0.6,−0.4i/x3

+h0.6, 0.5, 0.8, 0.6,−0.4,−0.8,−0.6,−0.5i/x4.
C3 = h0.9, 0.5, 0.5, 0.6,−0.5,−0.2,−0.4,−0.3i/x1 +

h0.6, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4,−0.5,−0.5,−0.4,−0.4i/x2 +
h0.6, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8,−0.6,−0.4,−0.8,−0.4i/x3

+h0.4, 0.6, 0.7, 0.9,−0.4,−0.6,−0.7,−0.5i/x4.
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In order to determine whether C2, C3 has dengue disease or not, we now

calculate the similarity measure of them with C1.We will consider that a
patient is suffering from dengue if its similarity with C1 is about 0.35. After
calculating this, we have the following result:

Sd(C1, C2) = 0.10753, S
d(C1, C3) = 0.11905

S0(C1, C2) = 0.31882, S
0(C1, C3) = 0.35253

Sc(C1, C2) = 0.33169, S
c(C1, C3) = 0.35218.

Based on the above results, it is clearly seen that C3’s condition is much
more similar to C1’s condition than C2’s condition. Hence, the chance of
having dengue disease of C3 is much higher than C2.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed the concept of BQSVNS which is an exten-
sion of quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic set and a bipolar set.
We also discuss different types of terminology of BQSVNS and develops set
theoretic operations on it. Beside that, we have defined different types of
similarity measures with examples. Finally we have solved a decision mak-
ing problem based on bipolar quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic
set. In real world, there are many such examples exist where four valued
logic works. In 1977, Prof N.D. Belnap showed the modern uses of multiple
valued logic in his paper [3]. But it is quite natural that for each logic there
is a positive membership degree as well as negative membership degree. For
this reason, bipolar sets are developed. Bipolar concept together with four
valued logic develops the idea of BQSVNS. It is a generalization among a
all the previous sets. In future , we will apply our newly developed set as
a model to real world problems with realistic data and extend it to other
decision making problems. Also one may try to extend it to tripolar or
multipolar quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic sets.
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